Advisory Inflow Forecast

Due to Very Heavy rainfall Warning (by IMD) in Upper Krishna, Upper Bhima and Upper Tungabhadra Basin, heavy inflows (Koyna Dam, Warana Dam, Veer Dam, Ujjani Dam, Hippargi Barrage, Almatti Dam, Singatluru Barrage and Tungabhadra Dam) are expected in next 24 - 48 hours and thereafter. Hence, Dam Authorities may monitor the situation and accordingly operate the releases. The water release from the Dams may be informed well in advance to all the concerned downstream district authorities in Maharashtra and Karnataka, lower riparian state and also may be informed to this office without delay.

*Almatti and Naryapur Dam

The combined flows from Krishna, Doodhganga, Panchaganga, Ghataprabha will be realized at Almatti Dam and the inflows are likely to rise rapidly from tomorrow 6th August onwards. The dam is having storage of about 71%. Since Narayanpur Dam, downstream of Almatti Dam is near its FRL necessary pre-depletion can be done from the Narayanpur Dam.
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